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MT: Okay, so good afternoon, my name is Melanie Turano and it's currently 1:33 on
November 21st. I'm sitting down with Laurel Barbosa, who is a student, athlete, and an
employee on Merrimack College campus and I will be interviewing her today. So, before
we start the interview, I have to inform you of your rights that you have. So you have the
right to stop the interview–if you don't want to answer any questions, you don't have to.
By signing that consent form you agree this will be put on the internet and other people
will be able to see this, so I just want to make sure that you understood everything that
you know all your rights were clear and said.

LB: Yep we're good.

MT: Alright, so my first question that I have for you is what were some of the things that
you did prior to the pandemic?

LB: Um, so prior to the pandemic I worked, I hung out with friends. I was a resident on
campus so I was involved with the dance team here at school, we were performing at
football games and basketball games. Um, that's basically it.

MT: Okay perfect what were some of the jobs that you had before the pandemic?

LB: Um, so prior to the pandemic, I was a dance teacher, I was a nanny, I babysat, I
was a hostess at a restaurant and I was a peer mentor for the Compass Program here
on campus.

MT: Alright, so last March when COVID started to become a thing, and we all started
hearing about it, do you remember the first time you heard about COVID? Can you
describe that and what did you think was going to happen with the whole thing when
you first heard about it?



LB: So the first time I heard it people were kind of talking about it in class and like–I
didn't really know what it was, I didn't really know what the extent of it was because all I
had known was it hadn't hit the US yet so people were like, “Oh, my God, there's
coronavirus.” Everybody was like, “Oh, my God–what is that?” And the big question
was–we were about to leave for spring break when it kind of started hitting the US and
the big question was were we allowed to come back from break. So it was just people
betting on like, oh, we were coming back, we weren't coming back. That was the first
time we had really talked about or heard about it.

MT: I remember in in February when it was almost time to go out for my birthday
everybody was saying how, “Oh, my God, coronavirus it's a new thing that we've never
heard of,” and everything and everybody was saying, because I had to take the bus
home so everybody was like, “You have to wear a mask, you're going to get it.”
Everybody was scared for me and I was like, “I think I’m okay.”

LB: That was like, everyone was just kind of, it was very up in the air about what it was
and was going to happen when you get it, what causes it, what was the cause of it, that
was a huge thing was where did this come from?

MT: Yeah I didn't, I don't think any of us knew the extent.  I don't think that it was ever
going to be as serious as it was, but it ended up being that, which I was very shocked
about.

LB: Yeah

MT: So in March is when they first started doing the lockdowns in Massachusetts. What
was the lockdown like for you? Were there any hard parts? Was there any good things
to come out of it and that entire three month span of everything being shut down?

LB: Yeah, so I mean there were some good things in there and some bad things that
came out of that. I was still working so I was babysitting for a family, whose parents both
worked on the front lines, and I was babysitting them every day for hours on end, and
then. What was it? So I worked, and then a lot of time with my family, my mom
especially, we'd go on walks every day. We'd walk around the nice parts of our
neighborhood and we'd go look at houses and I didn't really go into the grocery stores–I
didn’t go into any stores. Masks were a huge thing. I mean I did end up getting COVID
during that three month span, it was huge. Not a downfall, but I didn't know anything
about it so at first I was like you hear of all these people dying and I was like, “Oh my
God I have COVID. This is awful,” um but on top of that we were still in school, so it was
the transition on to online learning. Figuring out a big plan and how to do well with this
new routine I had to do so–it was like I was going and doing class from my living room
switch to my bedroom from my kitchen, finding out what works for me, because it was a
really hard adjustment period to go from strictly in person to all online every single
meeting class everything.



MT: Yeah I think that was the hardest thing for everybody was figuring out how to
balance everything, because we were online and none of us had ever done online
before as long as I've never been online before, so I was totally blindsided and confused
by this whole thing.

LB: And then, the only way I'd be able to see my friends was in my high school parking
lot, my friends from home. I was like I didn't see our school friends for months until we
moved out and you didn't really think that the last time you were going to see them was
back in February, and then we were coming back to school in September.

MT: Yeah, I live all the way in New Jersey. So I was not even in a driving distance to you
guys, so I did not see any of you for months and months and months until we came
back and you were like, “Oh, my God.”

LB: Seriously.

MT: It was insane that we didn't see each other for that long of a time.

LB: But yeah crazy.

MT: So do you remember the first time you needed to wear a mask or that you wore a
mask?  Do you remember that, or is it kind of all just a fuzzy memory at this point?

LB: Right now thinking back it just feels routine. I don't know, I just feel we've always
been wearing them. Like I don't remember the first time it honestly might have been
when we still had to wear masks outside. And my mom and I would go for walks so I'd
wear a mask, but we live really close to Providence, Rhode Island, so we would walk in
the nice areas of Providence and go look at houses and we still had to wear masks
outside so I feel for me that was so weird.

MT: Yeah I feel it just becomes so normal now to wear a mask everywhere that when
I'm not wearing a mask I'm like, “What's going on?”

LB: Especially when they lifted the mask mandate, and I was like this is so weird.

MT: Especially in grocery stores and when we go shopping, we would always wear a
mask last year.

LB: And I remember, waiting in lines outside of grocery stores and all of the stores.

MT: Me and my dad the one time, went to the grocery store and we were standing
outside for an hour just to get to the grocery store because they were only letting
however many people in because it wasn't at half capacity, if it was that, it was a quarter
of a capacity.

LB: Like ten percent. They were only letting like five people at a time.



MT: Yeah exactly it was crazy, but even when we were standing outside waiting for the
grocery store, we were wearing a mask and everything and everybody was six feet
apart because they had signs on the ground so it was crazy. When we did some back to
school last fall what made you decide to come back to campus?

LB: The fall of 2020 I knew that I wanted to come back not only because I needed to be
online–I couldn't be online anymore, I needed to be in the classroom–but also the
socializing aspect of it. I needed to be with people. I couldn't be at my house anymore. I
needed to be not with my parents 24/7 anymore, and I needed to get out of the house.
And plus due to the fact that the campus had all these protocols and they were getting
tested weekly, at least twice a week, it made me feel a lot safer going back to campus
knowing that in this such dark eerie times school is something that we look forward to
especially not seeing your friends since March and wanting to go back to the fall I had to
take myself up on that because if I didn't do it, then I don't think I would have been able
to do online another semester.

MT: It was very stressful for me to be honest on Zoom. But I learned a lot better when
I'm in the classroom actually with the teacher.

LB: You also can't–I felt a lot–so last fall, I was a mentor in the Compass Program and
some of them I would talk to and some of them were completely remote and they would
talk to me about how hard it was to build relationships with teachers being online.

MT: I I just think that I've retained the information a lot better because a lot of the times
during the Zoom classes, I would–

LB: Oh yeah.

MT: –day dream and stare.

LB: Online shopping or watching TV. I would turn my microphone off. It wasn't a good
environment for me, but then also if I didn't come back to campus I wouldn't have ended
up with the campus jobs that I had. I worked for the testing center on campus. I was
doing the analytic analysis part which is basically finding out–I get a list of names, and I
basically have to go in and highlight their names on the spreadsheet and say they go
this week, they didn’t, and have to give that to someone else for those people that didn't
get tested. We were doing registration, putting those stickers on the test tubes that
everyone knows and you asked for the name, date of birth, all those things and then
also ended up–in the fall of last year I ended up getting a job running the Instagram for
the academic success in our library–so I wouldn't have gotten these opportunities
without coming back.

MT: That's great that you've always had jobs and activities to keep you busy. So being
on campus last year what was it like day to day? What was it like living in your



apartment at Royal and in the classes on campus? Like the testing process–like how
was that, like a whole thing like day to day in your life?

LB: So living in Royal had its ups and downs, because it was–the rules were that you
weren't allowed in any other residential hall here on campus. So like all of my friends
lived on campus, whereas I lived in Royal, whereas Royal was not as strict because,
like–not that there's no supervision, but we lived with people that don't either go to
Merrimack or they're old. They're like–they’re families. So Royal was a little bit lenient. I
loved living there in COVID time because we had a kitchen, we could go to the grocery
store, we could do all these things and not have to worry about COVID on campus
necessarily. As far as motivation and mental health to go to class that was really hard
because, we're all the way over there, we're all the way across campus so that was
really hard–was finding motivation to go from Royal to class. But, remembering that we
didn't have that for three months was kind of our motivator for me and my roommates.
But it was also difficult because a lot of my teachers after the first few weeks ended up
going fully remote. So we weren't even meeting in class, so I want to say three out of
my four classes that I was taking were all remote, so I was living here with the majority
of remote classes which was also really hard.

MT: Yeah so you basically just stay in your apartment because you didn't have any
incentive to leave so you're basically just hibernating in your apartment all day. So what
was the testing process like for you? I know you worked for the testing center but was
it–how was it?

LB: So it was a little bit–so it was a little bit different if we worked there, so if we were
working there, we had to get tested a little bit more often for the sake of–if we were
exposed because, obviously, people are going in there and testing positive. We do have
a lot of precautions, there's always the glass, we had to wear gloves, we wore N95s–
we were very prepared, but at the same time, so we were getting tested I want to say
two to three times a week, so I would get tested usually Monday Wednesday Friday, so I
knew during the weekend, if I was getting test on Monday I would know by then. It did
bring a lot of anxiety up–it brought a lot of anxiety out and I'm sure it did for everyone,
because you're getting tested and also you don't want that phone call. You–you’re just
honestly sitting there waiting for that phone call that you test positive.

MT: That's the scariest phone call–I feel like–ever.

LB: And you know that as soon as it says, the North Andover number, at around eight in
the morning, you know, you just know.

MT: Because then you'd have to be that person that sends everyone home. It wasn't
really your fault, because somebody gave COVID to you, so it was like getting that
phone call.

LB: All of the other people that were close contact also had to go home too.



MT: Yeah so it was kind of a ripple effect because once that one person tested positive it
was everyone else, after that, who was exposed it wasn't even, it didn't even need to be
by that person, it could have been by anybody.

LB: So, then, we need to–

MT: Yeah so um, besides being an employee on campus you're also an athlete, so how
was it like being an athlete during COVID? Were there any sort of restrictions or did it
affect your season?

LB: So in March of 2020 our season got cut short. Our team could not compete in
Daytona in April like we planned to, so our season was kind of cut short and then
coming back in the fall, we really didn't have a season, because we weren't performing
at games, games weren’t happening or if they were we weren’t allowed to perform at
them. So we're only having practice once a week for an hour. And there were only eight
people allowed in a room at a time so that was really hard. We couldn't see our friends,
they would try to group us with our friends, but it was very hard, it was different. It was
definitely a huge experience that everyone just didn't want anymore, because we're a
team of 45 people. We didn't want anyone to get COVID but at the same time, we were
taking the needed precautions, but at the same time, we would have loved to be able to
perform all last year, but we didn't get to. So, but then this year, I mean we're back to
normal, we have full team practices, we do all that stuff.

MT: So being on the dance team and being with such a big group of girls you obviously
had to wear masks inside. What was that like?

LB: We were we we–la la la, sorry–inside we wore masks at practice we weren't allowed
to take them off

MT: Would you be going in shifts because you said it was only like a couple girls
allowed so what would it be like you guys would go for an hour?

LB: It would be like Monday and Wednesdays from like I want to say five to ten and
there would be groups of like six or eight.

MT: Okay, do you guys just go in shifts?

LB: Yeah.

MT: That's awful not being able to practice with everybody.

LB: I know it was. It was more especially the sophomores now that were freshmen last
year, they didn't meet any of us so we didn't really get to meet any of the new people
until this year because we couldn't practice with them.



MT: I feel when I do have sophomores in my classes and everything and they explain
how their year was last year it's so weird because–not that us being juniors we had a
normal freshman year because we didn't but we had at least half a year to know what it
felt to have a regular semester–so it's kind of didn’t really help the sophomores because
they were freshmen because they didn't have anything of a normal freshman year. The
dance girls couldn't, you know, see any of the older girls and practice, and they didn't
have a regular freshman year. It was probably hard for all of them to come in and be
sophomores now and not know any procedures, how to practice with other girls and
having so many of you so it's probably–

LB: Just the way our team works, they never experienced a full basketball or football
season with us and that's our busiest time of the year and especially right now, since
we’re in it, everyone's kind of like, “Oh, my God.” A lot of the freshman, sophomores are
saying it is too much, but it's also–they didn't get to experience it last year. So it would
have been different. They are sophomores now and even sometimes I forget they’re
sophomores and I ask, “Aren't you freshman?”

MT: So coming back to your jobs on campus, can you explain what jobs you have now
on campus and what kind of procedures were different from freshman year if you had a
job to now?

LB: So, right now I'm an FYE mentor here on campus and we’d have to wear masks in
class because of COVID and everything and that’s just the general rule. I do have
students that don't, but I’m not going to force them but out of respect for other people–

MT: Yeah.

LB: –I do have them wear masks. I don't work at the testing center anymore. I do work
for the academic success center but that's mostly virtual for the most part. I mean we
meet in person, but I do more social media stuff so it doesn't really require me to have
to do anything. Yeah, but I also am still a dance teacher. So off campus–well for that, I
mean I don't require my kids to wear masks because it's kind of just up to parents. I
don't force them to, because I do teach young kids–they're three and four years old. Oh
that's totally up to the parents, but they know that I'm a college student so sometimes
they are not wearing a mask, whereas for me it depends. If I'm usually not feeling well
when I'm asked to teach or if, a few weeks ago, we did have an outbreak of a lot of
sports teams and a lot of my teammates either room or are friends with people that are
on those sports teams, so I did end up wearing a mask.

MT: Yeah. Um I had another question for you, but I forgot what it was. I'm sorry, I forgot
it’ll come to me. I'll ask when it comes to me but so you said at the beginning of the
interview that you had COVID–

LB: Yeah.

MT: So what was that like for you when you had COVID?



LB: Um it was scary, I did end up knowing where I got it from–a family that I worked for
during quarantine. So the dad told me that he tested positive and three days later I
ended up waking up with no sense of taste or smell. So, okay, I ended being tested and
tested positive. From then on it was probably like seven to ten days of just me being
wicked tired. I was sleeping all the time, I did run a fever for a few days. But just overall
like it was scary–I was more worried for my parents. They are high risk so I was more
worried of me giving it to my parents, but they didn't care, but I was just quarantining
myself for days.

MT: Yeah, where did you stay when you quarantined? Did you stay in your bedroom or
was there somewhere else that you went?

LB: So we have a pool house on our property. It's just like it's kind of like an in-law
apartment. So I stayed there and I quarantined there and then actually in April last year,
one of my roommates ended up testing positive and I ended up quarenting again, so it's
kind of like a routine. My parents will leave dinner for me at the door. They would knock
on it when they're ready and if they needed to come and again anything because we
store stuff in there they would like to come in and wear a mask or like make me go into
one of the bedrooms and stuff like that.

MT: So when you were in quarantine how did you stay connected with people–was
there any specific thing that you did or?

LB: My school friends, we did Zoom calls almost every day like that was like the big
thing, Zoom calls. My friends from home if they were close by, I would go and see them.
Whether we go walk the track at our high school or go sit in a parking lot or even just sit
in our driveways or whatever–definitely different.

MT: I know that a lot of the times like we were Facetiming and all that, so I feel like a lot
of it was Facetiming and we would do like the occasional Zoom call with everyone, so I
feel like that was also, even though I wasn't really a fan of Zoom it did come in handy.

LB: That was good because it was important to keep relationships together.

MT: Yeah because I do have family that don't live near me. My grandparents live in
South Carolina so we would schedule Zoom calls. It took a little while for them to
understand and figure out what Zoom was and–

LB: My family was like how do I work this?

MT: Yeah, my mom still has no idea how to work Zoom and I told her six times. So it did
take a little adjustment period where we did need to explain how it works and we
eventually got it working and we would do like occasional Zoom calls when we want to
talk because my grandparents don't have phones that have facetime so we really
couldn't like to see each other and it's different than just talking on the phone regularly.



And to Facetime because, like you want to actually see their face, so we would do like
the occasional Zoom call, which was nice so that's what kind of come in handy and then
you have like social media and posting and Snapchat all that stuff so it actually like
came in handy a lot of social media. Um, so what was a memory during the pandemic
that stood out to you as memorable–like was there anything that kind of stood out to
you?

LB: Oh well, definitely me having COVID but also a huge memory, for me, was also
during the pandemic I worked at a dance store like selling leotards and tights and dance
shoes and during the pandemic the dance store had to close and it was one of my really
one of my favorite bosses ever. So, because of COVID, her store closed because
honestly online shopping took over the world, especially the dance world, too. So during
the pandemic, all of her stuff went into storage, and I was basically selling her stuff from
a storage unit, just trying to get rid of it at that point. But also a lot of different dance
studios were reaching out from that–because a lot of them did Zoom dance conventions
where a bunch of different teachers would come in and teach so a lot of teachers would
reach out, and I was teaching a lot of dance classes over Zoom which is just weird. I
hated it, but it was kind of fun. It brought me a lot of connections and brought me a lot of
different people into my life. It made me realize how big mental health is like all that
stuff. You didn't–I didn't think about it beforehand.

MT: I feel like without the whole pandemic last year, we wouldn't have become friends.

LB: That's the thing–you and I probably would never have met.

MT: Exactly because you are encompassed with the girls that I did live with, but we
were never friends until COVID came around and we did need to hang out with smaller
groups and like the protocols were different, so it led you know, you, and Megan and
Colleen and Mae to hang out with us more so I think the pandemic really brought people
together, even though–even though we were separate a lot of the time, because people
had to quarantine and social distancing–like it brought a lot of people together, which
was nice. Because we wouldn't have been–I don't think we would have become friends
at all.

LB: Maybe in time we would’ve–we definitely would not have been as close as fast as
we did.

MT: Yeah, so were there any high or low moments during it that you can remember?

LB: On the highs, I definitely worked on my relationship with my family, because all we
could do was spend time together.

Yeah, on a low I mean–

MT: If you don't have a low you don't ,you know don't have to share.



LB: Yeah I don't really know.

MT: One of my lows was that during the first month of quarantine, I guess, the
quarantine period of even in March, when everything got shut down, I did not get out of
my bed.

LB: Yeah.

MT: My mom actually told me, she was like, “You need to get out of bed and go get a
job.” She was like, “You sitting here for months and months is not helping you at all.”
And I was like, “But I’m having such a good time–”

LB: I was sleeping 12 hours a day, and she was like, “What is going on?”

MT: Well, I didn't really have anything else to do because my boyfriend also was you
know, taking the whole quarantine–everything shut down–very seriously, so I couldn't
see him and all my friends were at home, and I was, like all I can do is watch TV all day
because everything is shut down kind of except restaurants and grocery stores and
everything, but a lot of everything was shut down so I really didn't have anything to do
because usually I'm going to the movies, I'm going to do activities with my friends, but
we have nothing else to do except sit at home and that's where I really caught up on all
my shows is when I was laying in my bed all day kind of binge watching everything, so
that's a little bit of a low when I was literally told that–to get out of bed.

LB: Yes.

MT: Um, so my last question is how have you changed as a person from before the
pandemic to now?

LB: Um, well before the pandemic it was our freshman year of college, so I definitely
have grown since then. I do have to say I look at the world a little bit differently. I'm a
little bit more appreciative of family time and hanging out with your friends and just
being more grateful for the small things as well as having a more positive outlook on life
because, seriously, you don't know when the last time is going to be the last time for
anything. Yeah I would not have thought that in March 2020 my last basketball game
until the fall of 2021. Yeah, it's things like that.

MT: And is there any advice that you would like to give to younger generations or future
generations coming in? Is there any advice that you would like to share with them?

LB: I don't really know other than so just obviously be appreciative of everything, and
also hold on to those relationships that you have and if something like this happens
again you just kind of have to roll with it, because you really just don't know what is
going to happen, and I only can hope that we will find a better way to deal with a
pandemic next time. Now it's like okay there's another variant like it's getting a little bit



more serious again and masks are becoming more of a thing again and I can just hope
that we don't have to go back to a full lockdown again.

MT: So alright well thanks for the interview.

LB: Well I’m glad I could help, I hope you have a good day too.

MT: Bye.


